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Converge to Create Value

U.S. national health spending is projected to grow at an average  
annual rate of 5.4% for 2019 – 2028 and to reach $6.2 trillion by 2028.1 

In nearly every OECD country, global healthcare spending will outpace 
GDP over the next 15 years, reaching 10.2% of GDP in 2030 (up from 
8.8% in 2018).2

High-income countries account for approximately 80% of total 
healthcare spending (with the U.S. accounting for more than  
40% alone).3

While COVID variants persist and the impacts of the pandemic will be 
long lasting, world leaders are treating the virus as endemic.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has designated climate change 
the top risk to humanity. Between 2030 and 2050, climate change 
is expected to cause approximately 250,000 additional deaths per 
year, from malnutrition, malaria, diarrhea, and heat stress.4 

The state of mental health worldwide continues to worsen, especially 
among young people. An estimated 20% of the world’s children and 
adolescents have a mental health condition, with suicide being the 
second leading cause of death among 15-29 year-olds.5
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Innovation, technology, and heightened competition continue to force the 
healthcare industry to evolve, and the boundaries between healthcare sectors 
are increasingly blurred as convergence continues. This convergence is being 
driven by costs, control, stratifying risk, improving outcomes, moving closer to 
the customer, and ultimately creating greater value.  

Organizations are 
rethinking traditional 
business model  
approaches.

 Broader integration 
continues through 
both organic growth 
and M&As. 

Existing players are diversifying 
and expanding the services 
they deliver to harness more  
of the value chain.

Addressing the Healthcare  
Workforce Crisis  
The pandemic further illuminated the vast nature of the healthcare workforce 
crisis that presents significant headwinds to providers, patients, and the  
broader industry. Addressing this crisis will require cross-sector collaboration  
and partnership with systems outside healthcare and provides an opportunity  
for creative problem solving and innovative solutions.

Underinvestment in the 
education and training  
of healthcare workers,  
and the cost & time  
commitment of  
medical school.

Lack of nurse educators 
and limited number  
of clinical training  
slots available.

Beyond clinical roles, turnover  
and job vacancies are also  
occurring in leadership,  
non-clinical, operational roles; 
with rising labor costs and  
variable demand, health  
systems are struggling with 
financial sustainability.

Health = Healthcare + Selfcare 
The common definition and perception of healthcare is broadening to 
include holistic health and personal well-being. Total health can only be 
achieved through active participation and engagement of consumers,  
and industry wide, there is a heightened emphasis on the importance of  
selfcare to protect, preserve, and maintain health. Consumer trends and 
technology are enabling massive growth in the market for selfcare across a 
range of dimensions including a healthy body, mind, nutrition, and lifestyle.  

Advancements in technology have 
enabled the consumerization and  
personalization of healthcare.

Greater market investment in tools 
and services that allow consumers  
to practice selfcare.

Activating Health Equity 
It’s time to take the health equity imperative from acknowledgment to action. 
The pandemic illuminated (and exacerbated) the institutional inequities in our 
healthcare system and the impacts of Social Determinants of Health (SDoH). 
Policymakers have now laid the foundation for measuring inequities and are 
demanding improved outcomes, while organizations have identified health 
equity as a top priority and are embedding it into strategic planning. 

 CMS built health equity  
plan requirements into its  
ACO REACH model, with  
emphasis on bringing benefits  
to underserved communities.11

 Increased public &  
private investment  
in addressing health 
inequities.

People of color were  
disproportionately  
impacted by the COVID-19  
pandemic because of  
systemic health inequities.

Precision Therapy &  
Digital Therapeutics   
Innovations, technologies, and specialty drugs have made significant  
advancements in recent years and multiple products are making their way 
through the regulatory approval pipeline. The healthcare ecosystem must  
prepare itself for the era of next-generation therapies, digital therapeutics,  
and high-investment treatments, which have life-altering implications and  
will pressure the system to adapt its payment and care delivery mechanisms. 

 The transformational  
impact of genomics,  
epigenetics, and predictive 
diagnostics will raise  
awareness around the  
importance of nutrition, 
lifestyle, and preventive 
medicine.

 By 2023, specialty  
pharmacy is expected  
to account for 44% of  
pharmacy industry  
prescription revenues,  
up from 24% in 2013.15
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Opportunity:  
 
Organizations have an opportunity 
to reframe the current and future 
value they bring to the market and 
redefine their place in the market.

Private equity investment in  
healthcare nearly tripled from 2010  
to 2019, and the total investment 
over the last decade is approximately 
$750 billion.6  

 
New entrants and traditionally 
non-healthcare organizations are  
further investing in the space,  
heightening the competition.

Impact:   
 
Segments of the population 
will be healthier overall given 
renewed focus on prevention, 
while the reliance on  
technology could increase  
disparities and marginalization 
of other populations.

Challenges:   
 
•   The broader healthcare system must  

realign its footprint, payment models,  
and partnerships to account for the value 
of these innovations compared to the 
lifetime cost of treating a patient. 

•   Upfront costs are high, benefits are  
realized over time, and treatment is  
complex, with unique infrastructure  
and supply chain requirements.
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Opportunity:  
 
Healthcare organizations 
should better leverage 
all clinicians to ensure 
everyone is operating at 
the top of their license, 
and industry leaders will 
need to create solutions 
to manage the immediate 
impact while addressing 
upstream impediments 
to growing the healthcare 
workforce pipeline.

Challenges:  
 
Cross-sector stakeholders 
including health systems and 
payers must collect more  
higher quality, standardized 
data on SDoH to better  
understand opportunities  
and close gaps in inequities.

Visit TrendingHealth.com for  
more valuable insights and  

perspectives on current healthcare  
industry trends, topics, and news.

The WHO estimates a global  
shortage of 15 million health workers 
by 2030.7 This shortage is not isolated 
to the provider sector and will have 
cascading effects across the industry. 

 
•   Clinician burnout is at an all-time high, with 30% of  

healthcare workers considering leaving their profession  
altogether, and nearly 60% reporting impacts to their  
mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic.8  

•   High rate of retiring clinicians is unmatched by the  
pipeline of new healthcare workers, while more of the  
population ages into high-need care.

The global cell and 
gene therapy market is 
expected to grow from  
$4.39 billion in 2020 to 
$15.48 billion in 2025,  
at a rate of 28.7%.14

The global wellness market is projected to grow  
annually by 10% and to reach $7 trillion in 2025.9  

 
•   The COVID pandemic changed consumers’  

view of the importance of their health and  
renewed interest in preventative care – even  
fueling the continued normalization of mental 
health as a marker of total health. 

•   According to a U.S. selfcare report from IRI,  
47% of millennials and 41% of Gen Xers make 
every effort to avoid visiting the doctor (i.e., sick 
care), emphasizing the importance of proactive  
behaviors to protect their health (i.e., wellness).10

Drivers of market growth include technical 
innovation, rise in chronic diseases, and the 
need to control healthcare costs.

•   Clinical care only impacts ~20% of  
health outcomes.13 

•   Environmental & SDoH such as a  
person’s zip code, housing, economic 
stability, education, job opportunities,  
transportation, and access to healthcare 
and nutrition play a larger role.  

Black men are 70% more likely 
to die from a stroke compared 
to non-Hispanic whites.12 

70%

$22.6 billion 
The Digital Therapeutics market is  
projected to reach $22.6 billion by 2031,  
representing a CAGR of 19.4% from  
2022 to 2031.16

15 million
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